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Appendix A: Detailed Methodology

A1. Hole Alignment

An automated alignment algorithm is especially well
suited to composite depth construction because the records
to be matched are long and fairly similar. Lisiecki and
Lisiecki [2002] (LL02) developed an automated technique
for graphic correlation using dynamic programming. The
LL02 algorithm differs from previously published automated
correlation techniques [Martinson et al., 1982; Brüggemann,
1992; Yu and Ding, 1998] in that it finds a globally optimal
alignment. Parameterized penalty functions instill geologic
realism in the solution by quantifying desired alignment cri-
teria, such as sedimentation rate variability. Stratigraphic
alignments can also be constrained by user-defined tie points
to include magnetic or biostratigraphic age control points or
to correct errors in the automated alignment. Additionally,
a user-friendly graphical interface aids in algorithm config-
uration, tie point creation, the identification of voids or hia-
tuses, and the visualization of alignment results.

The greatest challenge in the construction of composite
sections is determining the length of stratigraphy missing
between cores. We update the LL02 algorithm to allow for
the realistic treatment of the gaps between cores, eliminat-
ing the need for interpolation. The new algorithm specifi-
cally identifies core breaks in both records and calculates the
optimal size of each stratigraphic gap, including the possi-
bility of coring overlaps. Gap sizes are optimized based on
core alignments and an adjustable “gap size” penalty, which
prevents physically unrealistic changes in depth across core
breaks. Appendix B provides a technical description of mod-
ifications to the LL02 algorithm. The sensitivity of interhole
alignments to different penalty weightings is presented in
Section 4.6. The typical run-time to align two 300-m holes
is approximately 2–3 minutes on a personal computer.

The modified LL02 algorithm is used to align the color
reflectance, GRAPE, and/or magnetic suspitibility of each
hole at a site to a single target hole. By considering the fit of
several properties simultaneously, the algorithm can better
constrain these alignments. Results are not sensitive to the
choice of alignment target because the each hole contributes
equally to the composite section and to the depth correc-
tion from mcd to cmcd. However, the target should span
the entire depth range of overlap between holes without any
core gaps longer than approximately 5 m. If no single hole
is sufficiently continuous, two different target holes can be
selected for different depth ranges to produce two composite
sections that can be spliced together.
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A2. Composite Section

After all holes have been aligned to the target hole, a
compositing algorithm is used to select segments from the
aligned holes to splice together into a continuous composite
section. The size of these segments is an adjustable parame-
ter, which we set to 1 m. Wherever possible, the compositing
algoithm avoids segments which include gaps or core mate-
rial that is likely to be highly deformed. Based on shipboard
visual core descriptions and our alignment results, we find
that the top 2 m and bottom 1 m of each core are most
susceptible to drilling disturbance and therefore attempt to
exclude this core material from the composite section. How-
ever, core tops and ends are included if no sediment from
the middle of a core is available for a given segment. If a
core gap cannot be avoided, we select the segment (i.e., gap
length) from the target hole. When two holes provide ac-
ceptable stratigraphy (containing no gaps or core ends) for a
given segment, we select the segment which begins closest to
the center of a core because it should be least susceptible to
drilling disturbance or alignment errors. In the rare event
that three or more holes provide acceptable stratigraphy,
we narrow the selection to two holes by first eliminating any
cores segments which are stretched or compressed by more
than 50% relative to the other holes and then finding the
pair of core segments whose physical properties best corre-
late with one another (to avoid cores with data errors or
atypical stratigraphic features). From this pair of holes, we
again choose the hole in which the segment is closest to the
middle of a core.

The segments selected for inclusion in the composite sec-
tion are spliced end-to-end by assigning offsets to their orig-
inal mbsf depths. A composite depth scale is constructed
by adding together the mbsf length of each segment in the
composite (Figure 2, step 3) in a procedure identical to that
used for traditional mcd depth scales. We use each seg-
ment’s original mbsf length to create the composite because
it is the only depth scale available within target gaps and
because it minimizes the use of depth scales near core ends,
which are more susceptible to distortion.

A3. Corrected Meters Composite Depth

The mcd scale should minimize the effects of drilling dis-
tortion by avoiding core ends where possible, but it is still
subject to elastic rebound and other possible sources of core
deformation. We create a corrected composite depth scale
(cmcd) by adjusting the mcd based on core top mbsf mea-
surements. This prevents any significant drift between the
cmcd and mbsf depth scales. If alignment with downhole
log data is desired, the mcd composite section could alter-
nately be aligned to downhole log data using our graphic
correlation algorithm.

Correcting mcd depth inflation based on direct measure-
ments of depth (mbsf) at the top of each core has the advan-
tages of real-time measurement during drilling and availabil-
ity for all stratigraphic depths and holes. “Replicate” depth
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measurements from the core tops of different holes are also
useful due to inherent uncertainty in measured drill depths,
which produces scatter in the mcd-mbsf coretop offsets from
different holes (Figure S1). (Leg 202 introduced a new tech-
nique to relate precalculated tidal movements to depth off-
sets between holes [Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003], which
may reduce scatter in core top depths at newer ODP sites.)
To account for uncertainty in the mbsf scale, we define a
best-fit polynomial function (up to order 10) for core top
offsets and subtract that polynomial from the mcd depths
of the composite section to create the cmcd scale which is
consistent with measured drill depths (Figure 2, step 4).

We avoid introducing excessive structure to the polyno-
mial fit by evaluating the percent improvement in the stan-
dard deviation, σ, of the residuals for each increase in poly-
nomial order. We select the polynomial with the highest or-
der n ≤ 10 for which σ(n) is at least 1% less than σ(n− 1).
The rate of change of the polynomial is not allowed to ex-
ceed 0.5 m of offset per meter (mbsf), and the offset between
mcd and mbsf is held constant for all values after the last
non-target core top. If necessary, corrections are made to
the top and bottom of the fit to compensate for the ten-
dency of polynomials to change rapidly near the ends of the

constraining data. In the top 20 m of the composite, we
eliminate short-term negative offsets because these either
produce negative composite depths at the top of the record
or create more structure in the offset correction than can be
confidently resolved given the scatter in core top depths. In
the last 15% of hole overlap, the offset is held constant if
the polynomial fit generates a negative trend in offset. A
graphical user interface also allows for the development of
custom offset functions.

The final composite section is the record of spliced seg-
ments converted to cmcd by subtracting the best-fit poly-
nomial from the mcd scale. For maximum accuracy the
conversion from the mbsf of each hole to cmcd should be
accomplished by aligning each hole to the composite sec-
tion. However, tie points for these final alignments can be
estimated based on the interhole alignments, making the la-
bor investment for this step minimal. This final step also
serves as an opportunity to check for errors in the composite
section.
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Figure 1. Offset between core top mbsf and mcd for
Site 851 and the fifth-order polynomial used to convert
mcd to cmcd.


